Ancestry.com is a vast collection of searchable databases

 You can search all databases in a general
search by typing in a name
and information from the
Home page
 You can search specific areas or topics for information by clicking
Search then clicking one
of the specific topics to
search
 Search a specific census from the Home page

There are several ways to navigate in Ancestry
Search
More Collections

Collaborate
Message Boards

Home
general
search
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Learning Center
Helps

Search by location by choosing a state or country

You can search
specific types of
records by clicking
SEARCH
then clicking one of
the specific topics
to search
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Historical Records
Census Records are included in this section
Be open-minded when looking at census records.
Information may vary depending upon who gave the census information

Track your family
every ten years
Look to see who is
on the same page
as your family
Families often
share adjoining
parcels of land
Elderly parents
sometimes lived
with daughters or
sons
Search your surname in an area to
see possible relatives
Be sure to look for
multiple spelling
options for your
name
Look for another
member of the
family if you don’t
locate your ancestor
Consider looking
in all states if you
are uncertain of
locality

Much of the 1890 federal census was burned. Some state census
records or voter roles are available for that time period
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Printing a Census

Print using the
Ancestry.com
printer icon

Select either Entire Image or Current View
after clicking the printer icon
Current view will print only what appears in
the screen. This option is good if you
want to zoom in on a page
For Current View select landscape as your
printing option after clicking the printer
icon
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To avoid getting more than
one page when you print a
census






Click Print
Go to Page Range
Click Pages:
Enter the number 1
Click Print

Birth, Marriage, and Death Records

 This sections includes vital records


Social Security Death Index



Obituary Collection



California Death index

 Be sure to look under “more”
for a list of databases to search in
the locality you are searching
 Records vary greatly from one
state to another
 Birth certificates are not available before about 1900. Birth records were kept by churches so
check those types of historical databases




Look at other names in the data
base as possible relatives
Your ancestor may not be
there, but their siblings might
be
This page is an image
from a book containing vital records from
Connecticut
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Immigration and Emigration

 This sections includes
passengers lists from
various ports


Search leaving the
port option open, then
try specific ports



Passport applications
are available



Naturalization petitions are in this section. You may not find
them on a ship, but
you might find them
petitioning for citizenship.

Example of a
New York Passenger
list

Example of a
Naturalization Petition
For
New York City
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Military Records



Military records are an excellent source when searching for male relatives. Information was usually given first hand.



Military pension records are great sources as well.



Even if a male ancestor didn’t serve in WWI or WWII, they still had to register for the
draft

Directories and Member Lists


Directories and Member Lists
New York City Directory

Court Land, Wills and Financial


U.S General Land Grant Office Records (not all land grants are here)

Dictionaries, Encyclopedias, and Reference
 Periodical Source Index—index to genealogical articles
 Historical newspaper Collection
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Stories and Publications


Newspapers and Periodicals

Stories, Memories, Histories



Public Member Stories
Slave Narratives

Photos and Maps


Pictures
NS School Yearbooks
Public Member Photos

Family photo
from Public Member
Photos

Maps Atlases and Gazetteers


Included in this section are historical maps, and gazetteers which give background
information

Special Collections




New York 400th Anniversary
African American Collections
Jewish Family History

Other Resources




Nara on Ancestry
List all data bases
Recent website additions
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Message Boards

How to use them
1. Click on Collaborate tab
2. The fastest, easiest way to find what you are looking for is to use the advanced
search
3. Fill in any fields you are looking for. The more you enter, the more you can narrow
your search.
4. If you don’t get any results, eliminate some of the criteria to broaden your search.
5. Review the results, then click on one that interests you.
6. Thread refers to the “string of replies to the messages. To move from one to the next,
click Previous/Next options.
7. To Post a reply to the message board for all to read, click “post reply”
8. You can not post a new message from Ancestry Library Edition. Go out of the program to rootsweb.com then message boards and “Post New Message”
9. Fill in required information.
10.Be sure to give an email address.

Learning Center
1. Click the “Learning Center Tab”
2. Enter some key words to search for information you need.
3. Then click the search button.
4. Review the results
5. Then click on the title of your choice
You’ll find information on almost any genealogical subject you need.
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Ancestry World Tree

What is it?
Lineage linked databases submitted by Family History researchers like yourself.
Why search it?
Save time. Glean what others have already done.



Information in Family Trees is not verified. Accuracy varies according to submitter.



Look at all possible trees to determine which is the most accurate.



Note the sources available with each submission



Some public trees are available to download as a gedcom



Submitters sometimes give an email address for correspondence
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